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GLOBAL MARKET ROUND UP
After a two-day gain, gold steadied as investors waited for the release of today's 
US inflation data and a Federal Reserve interest-rate decision. The US central 
bank is widely expected to keep borrowing costs on hold in today’s meeting, but 
there’s less certainty on officials’ rate projections.  

A survey showed 41% of economists expect the Fed to signal two cuts, while an 
equal number expect the forecasts to show just one or no reductions at all. 

Crude oil held a two-day gain after industry data pointed to shrinking US crude 
stockpiles ahead of a report from the IEA on the market outlook. In a monthly 
report, OPEC maintained its forecasts for strengthening demand in the second 
half based on continued economic growth in China and other emerging 
economies. 

Copper and other industrial metals consolidated in the lower end range as 
investors waited for a US inflation report and the Federal Reserve’s monetary 
policy meeting, which may give more clues on the strength of the world’s top 
economy.

Meanwhile, in China, consumer prices rose in May, holding above zero for a 
fourth month after the country saw its worst deflation streak in over a decade.
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Name
Current 

Price

Previous 

Close
Change % Change

COMEX Gold 2317.01 2310.88 6.13 0.27%

COMEX Silver 29.2768 29.745 -0.4682 -1.57%

WTI Crude Oil 77.9 77.74 0.16 0.21%

Natural Gas 3.129 2.906 0.223 7.67%

LME Copper 9759 9899 -140 -1.41%

LME Zinc 2771 2851 -79.5 -2.79%

LME Lead 2157 2207 -50.5 -2.29%

LME Aluminium 2534 2572 -38.5 -1.50%

Dollar Index 105.23 105.15 0.08 0.08%

EURUSD 1.0741 1.0765 -0.0024 -0.22%

Hang Seng Index 18176 NA NA NA

Nikkei 39135 39038 97 0.25%

Shanghai 3028 NA NA NA

S&P 500 Index 5375 5361 15 0.27%

Dow Jones 38747 38868 -121 -0.31%

Nasdaq 19210 19075 136 0.71%

FTSE 500 8148 8228 -81 -0.98%

CAC Index 7789 7894 -105 -1.33%

DAX Index 18370 18495 -125 -0.68%

Commodities

Currencies

Global Equity Indices
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MCX Gold Future MCX Silver Future

Date Open 
High Low 
Close 

Trading Range: 70950-72200

Intraday Trading Strategy : Sell Gold Aug Fut at 
71550-71600 TGT 71180/70950 SL 71880

Trading Range: 88550-90750

Intraday Trading Strategy : Buy Silver Mini Jun Fut 
at 88550-88900 TGT 89580/90050 SL 88300
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MCX Crude Oil Future MCX Natural Gas Future

Trading Range: 6450-6680

Intraday Trading Strategy : Buy Crude Oil Jun Fut at 
6525-6535 TGT 6580/6625 SL 6465

Trading Range: 250-266

Intraday Trading Strategy : Buy Natural Gas Jun Fut 
at 255-2556 TGT 263/265.80 SL 250.80.
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MCX Copper Future MCX Zinc Future

Trading Range: 850-880

Intraday Trading Strategy : Buy Copper Jun Fut at 
859-859.80 TGT 866/869 SL 855

Trading Range: 247-259

Intraday Trading Strategy : Buy Zinc Jun Fut at 250-
250.80 TGT 256.80/259 SL 247.0



Technical Levels

Commodity Movement
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Commdity Pivot Supt.3 Supt.2 Supt.1 Resi.1 Resi.2 Resi.3 5 DMA 20 DMA RSI

Gold 71401 69991 70696 71093 71798 72106 72811 71801 72287 48.0

Silver 88798 85982 87390 88026 89434 90206 91614 90199 91868 50.3

Crude Oil 6513 6329 6421 6473 6565 6605 6697 6366 6456 51.5

Natural Gas 254 237 246 251 260 263 272 248 236 71.9

Copper 857 831 844 851 864 870 884 865 892 43.9

Zinc 253 241 247 250 256 260 266 256 266 40.5

Lead 188 182 185 186 189 191 194 189 192 35.3

Aluminium 233 226 230 231 235 237 241 237 241 42.1

Commdity Open High Low Close % Chg.
Open 

Interest
Chg. In OI Volume

Chg. In 

Volume

Gold 71251 71709 71004 71490 0.07% 15218 -1% 4260 -26%

Silver 89100 89569 88161 88663 -1.51% 21614 2% 14976 -5%

Crude Oil 6480 6552 6460 6526 0.62% 7078 -5% 15971 -21%

Natural Gas 250 258 249 257 5.77% 15812 0% 129407 -17%

Copper 860 863 850 858 -0.56% 6582 3% 10171 27%

Zinc 256 257 250 252 -1.44% 3131 4% 5085 -4%

Lead 189 190 187 187 -0.95% 842 4% 807 20%

Aluminium 234 235 232 233 -1.19% 3461 6% 2360 6%
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